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Short review of our 36-year Cyg X-1 studying by using multi-technique methods and based on our optical photometric, high-resolution spectral and spectropolarimetric observations.
dThe main optical photometric variation component is the ellipsoidality effect been studied in details in Roche model. Apart from different kinds of flares, dips and “precession” period 147/294  were revealed. 

Evidence of irregularities in matter flowing from one component to another was detected. Cross-correlation analysis revealed lags of X-ray (2-10 keV) long-term variations in respect to the optical ones. It allowed 
determining accretion time which is much shorter than that instandard accretion model.
The comparison of the observed spectra with non-LTE model ones allowed us to set limits on the O-supergiant Cyg X-1 optical component T_{eff}= 30400+/-500 K, logg = 3.31+/-0.07 and the element overabundances:
 from 0.4 dex to 1.0 dex for He, N, Ne, Mg, Si, that is, the elements affected by CNO- and á-processes. Tidal distortion of Cyg X-1 optical component and its illumination by X-ray emission of the secondary are taken
 into account. The photometric and spectral variations point to the supergiant parameters' changes on the time scale of tens of years. Line profile non-LTE simulations lead to the conclusion that the star radius has 
grown about 1-4% from 1997 to 2003-2004 while the temperature decreased by 1300 - 2400 K.
The spectral line profile sets permitted us to construct the binary 2D and 3D tomographic maps. The comparison of 2D tomographic map with the theoretical calculations allowed to construct a more precise syste
 model and receive better information on the gas flowing. The hard limits on Cyg X-1 component mass ratio were obtained by such manner: 1/4<M /M <1/3.X O

Our VLT 8-m telescope spectropolarimetric observations permitted us to reveal the magnetic field of ~100 G on the supergiant and to suspect the magnetic field of ~600 G on the accretion structure outer limit.
 For the first time the existence of magnetic accretion on the black hole has been confirmed.

Multiwavelength photometry
Photometric observations and comparison with X-ray data

The main results are reported in:
• Karitskaya E.A., Goranskij V.P., Grankin E.N. et al.: 2000, Astronomy

Letters,  26, 22. (Pis'ma v Astron.Zh., 26, 27); 
• Karitskaya A.A., Voloshina I.B., Goranskij V.P. et al.: 2001,

Astron.Rep., 45, 350.(Astron.Zh., 78, 408);

In the frame of  the international campaign ”Optical Monitoring of 
Unique Astrophysical Objects” (Georgia, Kazakhstan, Russia, 
Uzbekistan, and Ukraine) in 1994-1998:  

• 2258 UBVR observations made during 407 nights 1994-1998.
• Comparison with ASM/RXTE (1.3-12 keV) 1996-2001 data –

1806 daily points

Evidences of accretion instability
• 1. The shape variations  of X-ray orbital light curve.

• 2. Unusual optical deep fading in November,1996.

• 3. Several-day-long optical flares coincided with  X-ray dips.

The suggested scenario of flares and dips
Sometimes the matter flows, in separate portions, from the supergiant
on to the accretion structure. Each portion creates a shock wave and 
a gas bulk which give rise to a powerful several-day-long optical flare. 
The gas ejected into the surrounding space absorbs soft X-rays, thus 
causing an X-ray dip. The rest of the matter, after the time-interval it 
needs to travel through the accretion structure (disk), gives rise to an X-
ray flare.

The characteristic time of the matter transfer through the accretion disk 
was about 7 days in Summer and Autumn 1996 and 12 days in 1997-98.

The orbital light curves P=5.6 d

The amplitude A=0.045+/-0.002 mag
The difference minima depth 

ÎA=0.003+/-0.002 mag

ASM RXTE X-Ray
1996-2001

V-band
1996-1998 

By comparing Cyg X-1 photoelectric (UBVR) and   X-ray variations we found:

• variability - different kinds of flares, dips and “precession” period 147/294 d;

• a correspondence between optical and X-ray variations. 
Cross-correlation analysis of the X-ray and optical mean brightness shows 
significant correlation.
The X-ray variations delays in respect to the optical one - 7 d delay in 1996 
and 12 d - in 1997-1998 (the main 1996 X-ray outburst and the mean orbital 
optical and X-ray light curves were subtracted from the X-ray and optical 
data). 

For 1997-1998 we derived a correlation, with the X-ray light curve lagging 12 
+/-- 2 days relative to the optical light curve, with a significance level 
substantially exceeding 99.99% (Karitskaya et al. 2001).
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